ESG ENGAGEMENT EXAMPLE
STAGWELL INC. (STGW)
This engagement is an example of Hotchkis & Wiley using its significant ownership stake to ensure board members would be
accountable to all shareholders.
Hotchkis & Wiley owned 12% of MDC Partners (MDCA), a holding company that owns a variety of premier advertising agencies that were
mismanaged. MDCA stock was trading at a substantial discount to the intrinsic value of the ad agencies they owned. In March of 2019,
MDCA announced it hired a new CEO who also made a substantial investment in exchange for 30% ownership of MDCA. The CEO was
also a CEO of Stagwell Inc., a holding company that owns a variety of premier, well-managed advertising agencies. The chart below
illustrates the complex ownership structure, which created the potential for conflicts of interest.
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In early 2021 the CEO of MDCA and Stagwell made an offer to merge Stagwell into MDCA. If the public shareholders of MDCA approved
the merger, the public shareholders of MDCA would become minority shareholders of the combined entity. The initial terms of the merger
offer were unsatisfactory on economic considerations as well as governance protections for minority shareholders. While other
shareholders were aggressively negotiating for better economic terms, we noticed that no significant holder was advocating for better
governance protections in the new entity for minority shareholders. As a 12% shareholder of MDCA, Hotchkis & Wiley was in a position to
block the merger. Given this clout, we engaged with the MDCA board of directors and the company’s general counsel over multiple
meetings to advocate for better governance. This engagement resulted in the following shareholder protections:

1.
2.
3.
4.

All board members would need to be approved by at least 50% of the non-Stagwell shareholders;
Added two additional independent directors;
Majority of the board’s key governance committees will be independent directors; and
Independent directors will oversee all related party transactions.

These provisions ensured that board members were ultimately accountable to all shareholders.
____________________________________
All investments contain risk and may lose value. This company example is for general information purposes only and should not be construed as an
investment recommendation. The company information is based on a point in time and, therefore, may not be indicative of the company’s current, nor
future situation. The views stated may include estimates and/or forecasts, which cannot be guaranteed. HWCM provides no assurance that the
investment in the company was or will be profitable. Information obtained from independent sources is considered reliable, but HWCM cannot guarantee
its accuracy or completeness. HWCM’s opinion on the company is subject to change at any time, for any reason, without notice. HWCM is not responsible
for providing updated information on the company. This company was specifically selected to illustrate ESG considerations as part of the firm’s
investment process and is not an investment recommendation. No assumption should be made that an investment in this company nor all investments in
the firm’s strategies have the same ESG considerations, nor are profitable investments. Each investment has different factors and considerations. This
company does not represent all investments purchased or sold in the firm’s strategies and may not be indicative of current or future holdings.
©2022 Hotchkis & Wiley. All rights reserved. Any unauthorized use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Past performance is not a guarantee or a
reliable indicator of future results.
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